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Abstract: This paper introduces anisotropic nickel yttrium oxide (NYO) film formed by the brush
coating technique. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy confirmed well-formed NYO film after the
curing process, and the morphology of the surface was investigated using atomic force microscopy.
The shear stress driven from brush hair movements caused the nano/micro-grooved anisotropic
surface structure of NYO. This anisotropic surface induced uniform liquid crystal (LC) alignment on
the surface, which was confirmed by pre-tilt angle analysis and polarized optical microscopy. The
contact angle measurements revealed an increase in hydrophilicity at higher temperature curing,
which contributed to homogenous LC alignment. The NYO film achieved good optical transmittance
and thermal stability as an LC alignment layer. In addition, the film demonstrated good electro-
optical properties, stable switching, and significantly enhanced operating voltage performance in a
twisted-nematic LC system. Therefore, we expect that this brush coating method can be applied to
various inorganic materials to achieve an advanced LC alignment layer.

Keywords: brush coating; nickel yttrium oxide; surface morphology; liquid crystal; low voltage operation

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of surface engineering, interest in highly functional and
economical devices is increasing in the optical, electronic, and display industries. Liquid
crystals (LCs) are versatile materials that can be applied to many industries due to their
unique properties, such as the intermediate state of liquid and solid, refractive anisotropy,
and dielectric anisotropy [1–3]. In particular, LC displays (as a representative application
of using LCs) have received significant attention due to their durability, excellent electro-
optical (EO) properties, and high resolution [4–7]. For high-performance LC-based devices,
uniform LC alignment should be achieved. This is because the LCs that uniformly aligned
can control the light with high reliability, whereas irregularly distributed LCs cause the light
leakage effect and unstable EO properties, which can deteriorate device performance [8,9].
Accordingly, LCs are located on the alignment layer, where the alignment state is affected
by interactions between the LCs and the alignment layer.

Various treatments have been researched for the alignment layer to induce uniform LC
alignment, including the rubbing method [10,11], ultraviolet photoalignment [12], oblique
deposition [13], and plasma treatment [14]. Especially the method called rubbing has been
extensively adopted in industry because of its simple and cost-effective properties. In this
method, anisotropic microgrooves are produced on the alignment layer surface through
contact with a high-speed rotating fabric roller to induce uniform LC alignment. However,
this intense mechanical contact also causes cracks, local defects, and electrostatic problems,
resulting in a breakdown of device performance [15].
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Herein, we introduce the brush coating technique to induce uniform LC orientation on
the alignment layer. This method is very convenient and can integrate the film formation
process and treatment process for alignment layer, resulting in high throughput and cost-
effectiveness. Moreover, this solution-based brush coating method can induce shear stress
to the solution (by brush hair sweeping) and a retracing force on the deposited solution. We
assumed that this shear stress could generate a directional distribution of the solution and
the subsequent rapid heat application could form the anisotropic microgroove film surface
with the sol-gel method. Nickel yttrium oxide (NYO) was used for the alignment layer
due to its good dielectric characteristics, which means the potential of EO performance as
an alignment layer [16,17]. The sol-gel-based brush coating method was adopted with a
glass substrate, and the film curing temperature was varied. The film surface morphology
was verified by atomic force microscopy (AFM). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
verified the well-formed NYO film state. Optical transparency of the layer was confirmed
by ultraviolet-visible-near infrared (UV-vis-NIR) spectroscopy, and the atomic structural
properties were verified by X-ray diffraction (XRD). In addition, contact angle investigation
was conducted to verify the chemical affinity of the film surface. The LC orientation state
was confirmed by polarized optical microscopy (POM) and pre-tilt angle analysis, and the
EO characteristics of the film were examined in a twisted-nematic (TN) LC system.

2. Materials and Methods

To form the NYO film, 2 cm× 3 cm glass substrates were prepared. They were cleaned
by the sonification method using isopropyl alcohol and acetone. The substrates were
treated in each solvent for 10 min with subsequent drying with N2 gas. The 0.1 M NYO
solution was then produced by mixing nickel(II) chloride hydrate and yttrium(III) nitrate
hexahydrate at a ratio of 1:9 in a 2-methoxyethanol solvent. The mixed solution was then
stirred at 430 rpm for 2 h at 75 ◦C and then aged for at least 24 h. The used metal mateials
are for the sol-gel process, and thus the sol state of NYO is uniformly distributed in the
solution. The prepared brush hair was saturated in the solution and the combing of the hair
on the prepared glass substrate produced the film deposition process. Subsequently, the
curing process was enacted under 70, 150, and 230 ◦C conditions. The curing made sol-gel
transition, with decomposing and hardening the oxide material, and formed the NYO film.

Stoichiometric differences of the brush-coated NYO films (depending on curing tem-
perature) were examined by XPS (K-alpha, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). A
monochromatic Al X-ray source (Al Ka line:1486.6 eV) was used with a 12 kV/3 mA
power source. The surface morphology information of the film surface was investigated
using AFM (NX-10, Park Systems, Seoul, Korea) and corresponding line profile data. The
dektakXT stylus profiler (Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) was used for measuring the NYO
film thickness with 2 µm radius tip. The thickness was measured to 243.32 nm. The opti-
cal transmittance of the film was then evaluated with UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy (JASCO
Corporation, V-650, Tokyo, Japan) using a wavelength range of 250–850 nm. Using the
measurement result in air as a baseline, the transmittance of the glass substrate, the indium-
tin-oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrate, and the NYO film coated glass substrate were
measured, respectively. The surface chemical affinity of the film was examined through
contact angle measurements using the sessile drop technique with deionized water and
diiodomethane. A phoenix 300 surface angle analyzer and the IMAGE PRO 300 software
were used for the analyses. The atomic structural properties of the film were examined by
XRD (DMAX-IIIA, Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan) with a 2-theta range of 20–80◦.

To verify the LC alignment state on the brush-coated NYO film, anti-parallel (AP) cells
were assembled by the brush-coated NYO films, which were cured at various temperatures.
The cell gap was uniformly assembled to 60 µm, and then positive nematic LCs (IAN-
5000XX T14, TN→I = 81.8 ◦C, ∆n = 0.111, ne = 1.595, no = 1.484; JNC) were injected into
the cells by syringes via capillary force. The assembled LC cells were observed by POM
(BXP 51, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) to confirm the LC alignment state, and the pre-tilt of
the LCs in the cell was investigated using the crystal rotation method (Autronic TBA 107).
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Thermal stability to LC alignment was inspected by the annealing process and subsequent
POM measurements. To examine the EO properties, a TN-LC cell was assembled with a
uniform cell gap of 5 µm. The response time-transmittance (R-T) and voltage-transmittance
(V-T) graphs were measured using the LCD evaluation system (LCMS-200) to confirm the
switching and operating voltage characteristics.

3. Results and Discussion

As illustrated in Figure 1, brush hair movement during the brush coating process was
expected to form directional NYO precursor distribution on the substrate via shear stress,
which originated from the retracing force on the deposited bulk solution [18,19]. This sol
state of the NYO could be transformed into a gel state during the curing process, forming a
directional NYO film structure on the surface.
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Figure 1. Brush coating process illustration and the expected structure of nickel yttrium oxide film
after the curing process.

To verify the morphology of the NYO film, AFM measurements, and corresponding
line profile analyses were conducted, as depicted in Figure 2. When the curing process
progressed at 70 and 150 ◦C, some large lumps were measured on the surface that were
attributed to large NYO particles between the brush hairs, although neither sample exhib-
ited any distinct structural property with irregular morphology. The corresponding line
profiles also denoted an irregular structure, which could not be perceived as anisotropic
morphology. In contrast, the 230 ◦C cured sample exhibited an anisotropic structure that
was aligned in a single direction, similar to the brush coating direction in the AFM result.
In terms of line profile, the surface exhibited an anisotropic micro/nano-groove structure
in which the height increased and decreased repeatedly according to the direction of brush
coating. This anisotropic structure originated from the NYO precursors that were dis-
tributed during the brush coating process [20]. From these results, it was demonstrated
that curing temperature is the important factor when forming an anisotropic NYO film
structure while maintaining the directional property of the NYO precursors. In addition,
the application of sufficiently high temperature should be guaranteed to ensure rapid
transformation of the NYO sol state to a gel state. When the curing temperature was too
low, sufficient transformation did not occur and unstable films were formed under the
influence of residual solvent.
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Figure 2. Atomic force microscopy images and corresponding line profiles of the brush−coated
nickel yttrium oxide films cured at 70, 150, and 230 ◦C (The red dotted line corresponds to the line
profile data). Direction of brush coating is denoted by a yellow arrow.

The stoichiometric difference between the 70 and 230 ◦C cured NYO films was in-
vestigated by XPS analysis, from which the Ni 2p, Y 3d, and O 1s core-level spectra were
obtained (Figure 3). In the Ni 2p spectra, both samples revealed four sub-peaks, repre-
senting Ni 2p3/2, Ni 2p1/2, and two satellites. The 3/2 and 1/2 peaks were respectively
centered at 854.46 and 872.13 eV for the 70 ◦C sample, compared to 854.38 and 871.85 eV for
the 230 ◦C sample. The Y 3d spectra comprised two sub-peaks, which represented Y 3d5/2
and Y 3d3/2 in each for both samples. Each peak was centered at 157.89 and 159.84 eV for
the 70 ◦C sample compared to 157.23 and 158.88 eV for the 230 ◦C sample. The O 1s spectra
comprised two sub-peaks, each indicating metal-oxide bonding and oxygen vacancy. These
peaks were centered in the ranges of 528.50–530.00 eV and 531.00–531.50 eV, respectively.
The peak intensity increases of Ni 2p, Y 3d, and metal-oxide bonding as the curing tempera-
ture is increased from 70 to 230 ◦C indicated that thermal oxidation was well-progressed at
the higher curing temperature [21]. This contributed to the formation of a stable NYO film
during the curing process, although 70 ◦C curing was relatively insufficient for producing
a stable oxidized NYO film structure, as confirmed by the AFM analysis.
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Figure 3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results of Ni 2p, Y 3d, and O1s core levels obtained from
brush-coated nickel yttrium oxide films which were cured at 70 and 230 ◦C.

To verify the adoptability of the brush-coated NYO film to the LC alignment layer,
the film’s optical transparency was measured (Figure 4). In addition, the transparency of
plain and ITO coated glasses were obtained for comparison. The 70 and 150 ◦C cured films
exhibited significantly lower transmittance curves compared to the 230 ◦C cured film. This
confirmed that the optical properties of the 70 and 150 ◦C cured samples were deteriorated
by the residual-solvent effect, whereas the 230 ◦C cured sample achieved a stable film state
in terms of optical properties. The average transmittance of the 230 ◦C cured sample was
85.9% in the visible region (380–740 nm wavelength in this study). Considering that the
corresponding values for the plain and ITO glasses were 86.5% and 82.3%, respectively, it
was verified that the 230 ◦C cured brush-coated NYO film has the potential to be adopted
as an LC alignment layer.
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Figure 4. Optical transparency graphs acquired from the brush-coated nickel yttrium oxide films,
plain glass, and indium-tin-oxide-coated glass.

The LC alignment state on the brush-coated NYO film was evaluated by POM mea-
surements of AP LC cells assembled by the NYO films cured at 70, 150, and 230 ◦C. The
corresponding POM results are represented in Figure 5a. The 70 and 150 ◦C cured sample-
based LC cells revealed some defects and presented entirely yellowish images in POM
when the polarizer and analyzer were vertically crossed. This signified instability of LC
alignment and a light leakage effect of the LC cell, representing randomly distributed LCs
on the NYO film. In contrast, the 230 ◦C cured sample-based LC cell exhibited a distinctly
dark POM image without defects, indicating a uniform LC alignment state in the cell. The
uniformly aligned LCs can guide the light unidirectionally, meaning that the polarized
light from the polarizer could pass through the LC cell without any distortion. This light
was blocked by the analyzer (placed after the LC cell), resulting in no light being observed
in the POM measurement, as illustrated in Figure 5b.

The pre-tilt angle of LCs on the NYO alignment layer was investigated using the crys-
tal rotation method via the oscillated transmittance curves of the LC cells, as depicted in
Figure 6a [22,23]. The red line in the graph was obtained from the experimentally measured
curve, whereas the blue line represented simulation data acquired from information on the
LC cell gap and injected LCs in the cell. The 70 and 150 ◦C cured sample-based LC cells
exhibited irregular experimental curves, which demonstrated a significant mismatch rate
with the simulation data. This indicates an unstable LC distribution on the alignment layer;
hence, the pre-tilt angle could not be obtained. In contrast, the 230 ◦C cured sample-based
LC cell achieved a high match rate between the simulation and experimental data and the
LC pre-tilt angle could be obtained (0.19◦) with high reliability. This indicates a homoge-
neous LC alignment state on the NYO alignment layer. From the AFM, POM, and LC pre-tilt
angle analysis, it was revealed that the directional anisotropic surface of the 230 ◦C cured
NYO film could induce uniform and homogeneous LC alignment. With the nano/micro-
grooved boundary of the surface, the LCs on the surface were constrained geometrically
to the corresponding surface directionality, achieving uniform orientation [24–27]. The
LCs have collective behavior characteristics and also fluidity, which are originated from
the van der Waals forces between the LC molecules with accompanying elastic distortion.
Hence, the surface LC molecules’ orientation information is propagated to the LCs in the
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cell, achieving uniform LC alignment in the cell. The LC alignment on the brush-coated
NYO film is illustrated in Figure 6b.

The chemical affinity of the brush-coated NYO film surface was analyzed using contact
angle measurements, as shown in Figure 7a. Here, deionized water and diiodomethane
were used and their contact angles were reduced from 57.0◦ to 38.8◦ and from 55.3◦ to 44.3◦,
respectively, as the film curing temperature was increased from 70 to 230 ◦C. The surface
energies of the samples were calculated using the Owen–Wendt method, as depicted
in Table 1 [28]. The increase in surface energy indicated that the hydrophilicity of the
NYO surface increased as the curing temperature increased. This can contribute to the
homogeneous alignment of LC molecules on the surface, and corresponds to the LC pre-tilt
angle analysis. The crystallinity of the 230 ◦C cured brush-coated NYO film was also
analyzed using XRD, as shown in Figure 7b. In the range of 20–80 2-theta degrees, no
distinct peak was observed, indicating that the NYO film has an amorphous structure.
Although the solution-processed oxide film generally exhibited an amorphous structure
below 500 ◦C curing [29], the 230 ◦C cured brush-coated NYO film achieved uniform LC
alignment on the surface. Therefore, this demonstrated that the amorphous structure of the
alignment layer did not affect the uniform alignment of the LC molecules.
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brush-coated nickel yttrium oxide films cured at 70, 150, and 230 ◦C. The analyzer (“A”) and polarizer
(“P”) directions are denoted by white arrows. (b) Schematic of light blocking process with uniformly
aligned LCs in the cell.
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Figure 7. (a) Contact angle measurement results of the brush-coated nickel yttrium oxide films cured
at 70 and 230 ◦C using deionized (DI) water and diiodomethane. (b) X-ray diffraction graph of the
brush-coated nickel yttrium oxide film cured at 230 ◦C.

Table 1. Contact angles and surface energies of the brush-coated nickel yttrium oxide films cured at
70 and 230 ◦C.

Curing Temperature (◦C)
Contact Angle (◦) Surface Energy

(mJ/m2)Deionized Water Diiodomethane

70 57.0 55.3 49.1
230 38.8 44.3 63.1
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It is known that LC devices containing numerous switching components are subject
to increasing temperature. Therefore, thermal stability of the alignment layer to uniform
orientation of LCs is an significant factor in applications. Accordingly, the thermal en-
durance of the brush-coated NYO film to LC alignment was analyzed by the annealing
process and POM measurements, as shown in Figure 8. Increasing temperature was applied
from 90 to 180 ◦C at intervals of 30 ◦C. Uniform LC orientation state was verified by the
POM results up to 150 ◦C. However, when the heat was increased to 180 ◦C, the POM
result revealed defects, which indicated broken LC alignment. This result demonstrates the
suitable thermal stability and potential of the NYO layer as an application to alignment
layer of LCs compared to conventional PI layers [30].
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The EO characteristics of the brush-coated NYO film were investigated using the R-T
and V-T graphs, which were obtained from a TN-LC cell made from the NYO alignment
layer. In the TN-LC system, the LCs in the cell converted their state between fall and rise
depending on the applied external voltage. Moreover, the light transmittance could be
controlled from this state transition. The R-T graph (Figure 9a) revealed the stable switching
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performance of the NYO film-based TN-LC cell. The LC fall and rise state transition
times were obtained to 13.7 and 3.6 ms in each, and the response time which obtained by
the summation of rise and fall transition times was acquired as 17.3 ms. Moreover, the
threshold voltage corresponding to 90% of optical transmittance was obtained as 0.9 V
(Figure 9b). This value represents the enhanced voltage operating characteristic of the NYO
film compared to that of conventional PI layers [31]. This also demonstrates the superior
threshold voltage property compared to other recent studies of LC alignment layers [32,33].
Importantly, this low operating voltage results in low consumption of power. These results
verified that the NYO film formed by brush-coating technique has a high potential for
applications in TN-LC systems.
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4. Conclusions

An anisotropic NYO film surface was achieved using the brush coating method and
was utilized as an LC alignment layer in this study. The NYO film was cured at 70, 150,
and 230 ◦C after solution-processed brush coating, and the morphology of the formed films
surface was investigated by AFM. The 230 ◦C cured film had a directional surface, and
the XPS confirmed the well-formed NYO layer on the substrate. The directional surface
was attributed to the shear stress, which was generated through the retracing force on the
deposited solution. This nano/micro-grooved surface induced surface anisotropy, deriving
uniform LC orientation on that. The homogeneous and uniform LC orientation state was
demonstrated by POM and pre-tilt angle measurements. The NYO film achieved high
optical transparency, and the contact angle analyses revealed an increase in hydrophilicity
at higher curing temperatures. The LC cell fabricated by the NYO film exhibited suitable
thermal endurance to LC alignment. Moreover, the NYO alignment layer also achieved
good switching properties and enhanced operating voltage characteristics in a TN-LC sys-
tem. Given these advantages, brush-coated NYO film has a high possibility for functional
LC alignment layers.
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